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Risk Of Bias In Non-randomized Studies — 
of Exposures (ROBINS-E)
 Designed primarily for use in systematic 

reviews
 Framework for thinking about risk of bias 

in a specific result arising from an 
observational study of the effect of an 
exposure on an outcome
 7 domains of bias, plus overall assessment
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Outline
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 Structure of a ROBINS-E assessment
 Example of a specific bias domain (confounding)
 Concluding remarks



BACKGROUND



Cochrane reviews in 2006

 No systematic 
assessment of 

study quality 
(internal validity)



New tool developed 

 Launched in 
2008

 Minor revision 
published in 

2011



Principles for assessing risk of bias
1. Do not use quality scales
2. Focus on internal validity
3. Assess the risk of bias in trial results, not the quality of 

reporting or methodological 
4. Assessments of risk of bias require judgment
5. Choose domains to be assessed based on a combination 

of theoretical and empirical considerations
6. Focus on risk of bias in the data as represented in the 

review rather than as originally reported
7. Report outcome specific evaluations of risk of bias

From Higgins et al,
 BMJ 2011; 343: d5928





Non-randomized studies of interventions

 Published 2016
 Introduction of

– signalling questions 
within bias domains

– overall risk of bias



Version 2 for randomized trials (RoB 2)    

 Published 2019
 Introduction of

– algorithm to 
reach judgement 

on risk of bias
– different 

variants for 
some bias 

domains



Established as core tools in systematic 
reviews of effects of interventions

Tool Citations 
(Google Scholar yesterday)

Cochrane RoB, 2011 (trials) 26,617

ROBINS-I, 2016 (cohort studies) 10,051

RoB 2, 2019 (trials) 11,981



Interest in translating approach to 
observational studies of exposure effects
 A plethora of tools for studies of exposures…

 … but none we thought covered all the issues adequately

86 in 
2007



ROBINS-E

 Development started in 2014, as an 
adaptation of ROBINS-I
 We (at University of Bristol) joined 

the effort in 2016
 Long process of development

– meetings
– piloting

 Launched at www.riskofbias.info in 
August 2022

http://www.riskofbias.info/


ROBINS-E development

 Joint initiative between researchers at University of Bristol, National Toxicology 
Program (NIH, USA), Environmental Protection Agency (USA), McMaster University 
(Canada) and others
 Core group: Julian Higgins, Jonathan Sterne, Rebecca Morgan, Andrew Rooney, Kyla 

Taylor, Kris Thayer, Raquel Silva, Courtney Lemeris
 Involved in discussions: Elie Akl, Whitney Arroyave, Tom Bateson, Nancy Berkman, 

Paul Demers, Francesco Forastiere, Barbara Glenn, Asbjørn Hróbjartsson, Ellen Kirrane, 
Judy LaKind, Tom Luben, Ruth Lunn, Alexandra McAleenan, Luke McGuinness, Joerg 
Meerpohl, Suril Mehta, Rebecca Nachman, Julie Obbagy, Annette O'Connor, Beth 
Radke, Jelena Savović, Mary Schubauer-Berigan, Pam Schwingl, Holger Schünemann, 
Bev Shea, Kyle Steenland, Trish Stewart, Kurt Straif, Kate Tilling, Jos Verbeek, Roel 
Vermeulen, Meera Viswanathan, Shelia Zahm



OVERVIEW OF ROBINS-E



ROBINS-E: risk of bias in non-randomized 
(observational) studies – of exposures

 ROBINS-E assesses the risk of bias 
– in a specific result (exposure effect estimate) 
– from an individual observational cohort study 
–… that examines the effect of an exposure on an outcome

 Risk of bias is interpreted as deviation from the truth (systematic error)



Intervention vs exposure: a continuum
 Interventions 

– by a health professional
– through legislation

 Personal choices
– type of toothbrush
– taking a vitamin supplement
– dietary intake
– lifestyle, e.g. smoking, 

exercise

 Exposures
– occupational
– environmental

 Traits
– socioeconomic status
– biomarkers
– genetic

Intended

Unintended



ROBINS-E 
process

Risk-of-bias assessment

1. Bias due to confounding

2. Bias arising from measurement of the exposure

4. Bias due to post-exposure interventions

3. Bias in selection of participants into the study (or the analysis)

5. Bias due to missing data

6. Bias arising from measurement of the outcome

7. Bias in selection of the reported result

Overall bias

A. Specify result being assessed

B. Determine whether to proceed with full assessment

C. Describe study / analysis being assessed

D. Define causal effect of interest specific to the result 
being assessed in this study

E. Examine 
how 

important 
confounders 

were 
addressed

Stop

Determine 
which 

signalling 
questions 

need to be 
addressed



Section B: Is it worth doing a full assessment?

Signaling Questions
B1. Did the authors make any attempt to control for confounding?

B2. If N/PN to B1: Is there sufficient potential for confounding that an unadjusted 
result should not be considered further?

B3. Was the method of measuring exposure inappropriate?

B4. Was the method of measuring the outcome inappropriate?

If the answer to any of B2, B3 or B4 is ‘Yes’ or ‘Probably yes’, the result should be considered to be at very 
high risk of bias and no further assessment is required.



ROBINS-E 
process (ctd)

Risk-of-bias assessment

1. Bias due to confounding

2. Bias arising from measurement of the exposure

4. Bias due to post-exposure interventions

3. Bias in selection of participants into the study (or the analysis)

5. Bias due to missing data

6. Bias arising from measurement of the outcome

7. Bias in selection of the reported result

Overall bias

A. Specify result being assessed

B. Determine whether to proceed with full assessment

C. Describe study / analysis being assessed

D. Define causal effect of interest specific to the result 
being assessed in this study

E. Examine 
how 

important 
confounders 

were 
addressed

Stop

Determine 
which 

signalling 
questions 

need to be 
addressed

The risk-of-bias 
assessment is largely 
about comparing C 

(what the study did) 
with D (what the study 

wanted to find out)



Section C: describing the analysis leading 
to the result being assessed

 Basic details
– for the specific result that is being 

evaluated for the current ROBINS-E 
assessment

– how exposure data were analysed 
to produce this result

C1. Specify the outcome to which this result 
relates

C2. Specify the participant group on which 
this result was based

C3. What is the exposure being measured and 
how was it measured or assessed? 

C4. Was exposure analysed as a quantitative 
(rather than a categorical) variable? 



Repeated measurements
C5. Did repeated measurements of exposure over time (for each 
participant) contribute to the analysis that produced this result?

Used to choose which variants 
to use of Domains 1 
(Confounding) and 2 
(Exposure measurement)

C6. If Y/PY to C5, were the repeated measurements of exposure 
over time combined into a single estimate of each participant’s 
exposure level?

C7. If N/PN to C6, was the analysis based on splitting participants’ 
follow up time according to exposure status and/or magnitude?

C8. If Y/PY to C7, were changes in exposure status and/or 
magnitude likely to be related to factors that are predictive of the 
outcome?

C9. If N/PN to C7, how were repeat measurements used?



Section D: specifying the causal effect being 
estimated by this analysis

 For observational studies, we need to define the causal effect estimated by 
the result under consideration

– Essential for assessing risk of bias 
– Defines the result that would be seen (other than due to sampling variation) in the 

absence of bias

– May be helpful to define a target experiment
 Exposure would be assigned in a planned manner, rather than being observed 
 An unlimited number of exposure plans can be assigned
Need not be feasible or ethical



Importance of specifying the causal effect

The study Causal effect of 
interest in the study

Question to be 
answered

Risk of bias Applicability



Defining the causal effect of interest

D1. Specify the population of interest

D2. Specify the exposure 

D3. Specify the exposure window 

D4. Specify how exposure over time should be summarized



Problem

 Authors of epidemiological studies rarely specify clearly the exposure they are 
trying to evaluate
 This is especially the case for the exposure window of interest

 This makes it difficult to determine whether results are at risk of bias



ROBINS-E 
process (ctd)

Risk-of-bias assessment

1. Bias due to confounding

2. Bias arising from measurement of the exposure

4. Bias due to post-exposure interventions

3. Bias in selection of participants into the study (or the analysis)

5. Bias due to missing data

6. Bias arising from measurement of the outcome

7. Bias in selection of the reported result

Overall bias

A. Specify result being assessed

B. Determine whether to proceed with full assessment

C. Describe study / analysis being assessed

D. Define causal effect of interest specific to the result 
being assessed in this study

E. Examine 
how 

important 
confounders 

were 
addressed

Stop

Determine 
which 

signalling 
questions 

need to be 
addressed



Bias domains
1. Bias due to confounding

2. Bias arising from measurement of the exposure

4. Bias due to post-exposure interventions

3. Bias in selection of participants into the study (or the analysis)

5. Bias due to missing data

6. Bias arising from measurement of the outcome

7. Bias in selection of the reported result



ROBINS-E: signalling questions

 We use ‘weak’ and ‘strong’ responses, 
WN/SN (or WY/SY), for some questions

Yes (Y)

Probably yes (PY)

Probably no (PN)

No (N)

No information (NI)

Yes (Y)

Probably yes (PY)

Weak no (WN) 
(no, but …)

Strong no (SN)
(no, and …)

No information (NI)



ROBINS-E: risk of bias judgement
Judgement Interpretation
Low risk of bias There is little or no concern about bias with regard to this domain

Some concerns There is some concern about bias with regard to this domain, although 
it is not clear that there is an important risk of bias

High risk of bias The study has some important problems in this domain: characteristics 
of the study give rise to a high risk of bias

Very high risk of bias The study is very problematic in this domain: characteristics of the study 
give rise to a very high risk of bias

Domain 1 only Interpretation
Low risk of bias (except except 
for concerns about 
uncontrolled confounding)

There is little concern about bias with regard to confounding, but risk of 
bias due to uncontrolled confounding cannot be excluded in an 
observational study



ROBINS-E: threat to conclusions
 Whether the risk of bias (arising from each domain) is sufficiently high, in the 

context of its likely direction and the magnitude of the estimated exposure 
effect, to threaten conclusions about whether the exposure has an important 
effect on the outcome
 Take into account 

– finding of the study (including magnitude and strength of evidence around it) 
– broad assessment of bias (likelihood of it being present, likely direction; likely 

magnitude)

 Challenging, and detailed guidance has not been developed for this
 Response options: Yes / No / Cannot tell



ROBINS-E 
process (ctd)

Risk-of-bias assessment

1. Bias due to confounding

2. Bias arising from measurement of the exposure

4. Bias due to post-exposure interventions

3. Bias in selection of participants into the study (or the analysis)

5. Bias due to missing data

6. Bias arising from measurement of the outcome

7. Bias in selection of the reported result

Overall bias

A. Specify result being assessed

B. Determine whether to proceed with full assessment

C. Describe study / analysis being assessed

D. Define causal effect of interest specific to the result 
being assessed in this study

E. Examine 
how 

important 
confounders 

were 
addressed

Stop

Determine 
which 

signalling 
questions 

need to be 
addressed

• Optional consideration of 
“appropriateness” (not 
part of the risk-of-bias 
assessment)

 questions about suitability 
of study to answer the 
underlying [e.g. review] 
question: study design, 
length of exposure, range 
of exposure, follow up 
period



RISK OF BIAS DUE TO 
CONFOUNDING



Confounding
 A confounding factor C is a pre-

exposure prognostic factor for the 
disease outcome (Y) that predicts 
exposure (X) C Y

X

X C Y
We should avoid controlling for 
(conditioning on) factors on the 
causal pathway from X to the 
outcome Y

X C

Y

We should also avoid conditioning 
on common effects of X and Y



Assessing risk of bias due to confounding

 Confounding factors should be listed in advance (e.g. the review protocol)
– They may also be specific to the context of a particular study

 Identification of potential confounding requires subject matter knowledge
– Subject-matter experts should be included in the team writing the review protocol

 Appropriate analyses to adjust for measured confounders include stratification, 
regression, propensity scores, matching, standardization and inverse probability 
weighting



Preliminary consideration of confounders



1.1. Did the authors control for all the important confounding factors for 
which this was necessary?

1.2. If Y/PY to 1.1: Were confounding factors that were controlled for 
(and for which control was necessary) measured validly and reliably 
by the variables available in this study?

1.3. If Y/PY/WN to 1.1: Did the authors control for any variables after the 
start of the exposure period being studied could have been affected 
by the exposure?

1.4. Did the use of negative controls, or other considerations, suggest 
serious unmeasured confounding?

Bias due to confounding (Variant for 
baseline confounding only)

Adjusting for baseline 
confounding

Negative controls or 
other considerations

Inappropriate 
adjustments

1.1: Y / PY / WN (no, but uncontrolled 
confounding was probably not substantial) 
/ SN (no, and uncontrolled confounding 
was probably substantial) 

1.2: Y / PY / WN (no, but the extent of measurement 
error in confounding factors was probably not 
substantial) / SN (no, and the extent of measurement 
error in confounding factors was probably substantial)



Algorithm for default risk of bias judgement: Baseline confounding only

SOME CONCERNS

VERY HIGH RISK
OF BIAS

HIGH RISK OF BIAS

1.2 Confounding 
factors measured 

validly and 
reliably?

1.4 Negative 
controls etc 

suggest serious 
uncontrolled 

confounding?

1.2 Confounding 
factors measured 

validly and 
reliably?

LOW RISK OF 
BIAS  except for 
concerns about 

uncontrolled 
confounding

1.4 Negative 
controls etc 

suggest serious 
uncontrolled 

confounding?

N/PN

SN/NI

Y/PY

SN/NI

SN/NI

WN

Y/PY/WN

Y/PY

1.4 Negative 
controls etc 

suggest serious 
uncontrolled 

confounding?

Y/PY

Y/PY

1.2 Confounding 
factors measured 

validly and 
reliably?

SN/WN/NI 

1.1 Controlled for 
all the important 

confounding 
factors?

SN/NI

1.3 Control for 
any post-

intervention 
variables?

Y/PY

1.3 Control for 
any post-

intervention 
variables?

Y/PY

Y/PY N/PN/NI

WN

Y/PYI

N/PN

N/PN

N/PN



CONCLUDING REMARKS



Define research question for the synthesis

Specify eligibility criteria

List important confounding factors

Identify studies and eligible results

Perform
ROBINS-E assessment 

for each result 
contributing to the 

synthesis

Integrate ROBINS-E judgements into the synthesis
e.g. stratification, sensitivity analysis, triangulation

Draw conclusions, including certainty in the evidence 
e.g. using GRADE

ROBINS-E in context
 We hope ROBINS-E will enable a 

thorough examination of strength of 
evidence about presence and/or 
magnitude of an effect of exposure on 
an outcome
 Useful in traditional systematic reviews 

and to inform evidence syntheses in 
general

– particularly in ‘triangulating’ results from 
different types of studies and sources

 Should form a sound basis for bias 
adjustments



A modern RoB family in health research

Cochrane RoB (2008) ROBINS-I V1
(2016)

First 
generation

Second 
generation RoB 2 (2019) ROBINS-I V2 for 

follow-up studies

ROBINS-I V2 for 
uncontrolled

before-after studies

ROBINS-I V2 for 
case-control studies

ROBINS-I V2 for 
controlled before-after 

studies

ROBINS-E for 
follow-up studies

ROBINS-I V2 for 
instrumental variables

ROBINS-E for 
Mendelian randomization

ROBINS-E for 
case-control studies

ROBINS-E for 
cross-sectional studiesCompleted

Advanced

Started

Planned

This toolKey

Randomized trials of 
interventions

Non-randomized/observational 
studies of interventions

Non-randomized/observational 
studies of exposures

⁞
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